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Urban Tantra®

NON-MONOGAMY, OPEN RELATIONSHIP, AND POLYAMORY RESOURCES
(Listed in alphabetical order)

Books:
The Ethical Slut, by Dossie Easton and Janet W. Hardy.
Love in Abundance: A Counselor’s Advice On Open Relationships by Kathy Labriola
Opening Up, by Tristan Taormino.
Pagan Polyamory, by Raven Kaldera.
Polyamory: The New Love Without Limits, by Deborah Anapol.
Polyamory: Roadmaps for the Clueless & Hopeful by Anthony D. Ravenscroft
Redefining Our Relationships: Guidelines for Responsible Open Relationships by Wendy-O Matik

Internet Resources:
FetLife. www.fetlife.com is a free social network for the BDSM and fetish community. It’s similar to
Facebook and MySpace but run by kinky people. There are dozens of groups you can join that
feature intelligent, thoughtful, and provocative discussions on polyamory and other styles of nonmonogamy.
Franklin’s Poly Pages. www.xeromag.com/fvpoly.html. This site is widely regarded as a most
authoritative set of online advice on polyamory. It takes a fun and pragmatic tone and covers
subjects that are not well-covered in the books, like mono/poly relationships and being a
secondary.
Freaksexual. freaksexual.wordpress.com. Freaksexual is a wonderful blog in which Pepper deals
intelligently and accessibly with issues surrounding polyamory and sexuality. The entries are more
essays than posts. They’re excellent reading regardless of how well acquainted you are with
polyamory, but they’re particularly valuable if you’re just starting out.
OkCupid. www.okcupid.com. This free personals site has a very strong matching system and a
kink-friendly and bi-friendly approach. This is not specifically a polyamory or non-monogamy site,
but the matching is flexible and as a result, if you are non-monogamous, your top matches will
share your style.
Polymatchmaker. www.polymatchmaker.com. This is the premier polyamory-specific personals
site, with a good set of discussion forums and a strong mix of members, including queer folks and
couples.
PolyWeekly Podcast. www.polyweekly.com. These are a series of half-hour radio-show–style
segments on polyamory. They can be downloaded or streamed. The host, Minx, is charming and
engaging, and the audio format allows her to cover a lot of territory. Most of the shows are on
polyamory how-to subjects, but she also mixes in interviews and erotica readings.
Practical Polyamory. www.practicalpolyamory.com. This is the web site of polyamory skills
educator and advocate, Anita Wagner. This is site a great poly resource center. It features
polyamory programs, a blog, downloadable documents, media resources, and referrals to polyfriendly therapists.
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